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bstract

As part of an on-going effort to probe mechanisms for disulfide and backbone N–C� cleavage under electron capture or electron-transfer
issociation mass spectroscopy conditions, theoretical simulations have been carried out to consider the probabilities that

. an electron initially attached to a protonated amine site on a side chain can migrate (through-bond or through-space) to an S–S �* orbital and
thus cause disulfide cleavage;

. an electron initially attached to a protonated site might be transferred (through-bond or through-space) to another protonated site or to a
fixed-charge positive site thus allowing the electron to migrate throughout charged sites in a multiply charged peptide.

The primary findings of this work include:

. charged-site to S–S �* orbital through-bond electron transfer can occur at significant probabilities but only over ca. 5 intervening bonds covering
up to ca. 15 Å;

. through-space electron transfer from protonated sites to protonated sites or from fixed-charge sites to fixed-charge sites can be facile, but between
protonated and fixed-charge sites transfer is very slow; to effect the transfers between equivalent sites, the two sites must come within ca. 5 Å
of one another;

. through-space electron transfer from a protonated or fixed-charge site to an S–S �* orbital can occur with reasonable probability but if the two
sites come within ca. 5 Å of one another.
Based on these findings, speculation is offered both to interpret recent findings of the McLuckey group on flexible, triply charged peptides and
arlier data from the Marshall group on more rigid, helical, doubly charged peptides, both of which contain disulfide linkages that experiments
nd to be readily cleaved.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Electron-capture dissociation [1] (ECD) and electron-
ransfer dissociation [2] (ETD) mass spectroscopic methods

ave shown much utility and promise for sequencing peptides
nd proteins. A strongpoint of both techniques is their propen-
ity for selectively cleaving disulfide and N–C� bonds and for
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oing so over a wide range of the backbone, thus producing
any different fragment ions. Parallel with many advances in

he experimental development and improvement of these meth-
ds, theoretical studies have been carried out to try to determine
he mechanism(s) [3,20] by which electron attachment leads to
hese bond cleavages.

In this paper, some of the proposed mechanisms are reviewed

nd experimental evidence that may help differentiate among
hem is discussed. Then, results of new experiments from the

cLuckey lab [4] are briefly introduced as motivation for the
resent theoretical study on how electrons initially attached to a
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terminus. N–C� bond cleavage of other alanine units did not
occur to any appreciable extent. Assuming the helical structure
shown in Fig. 1, the four alanines within which N–C� cleav-
age occurs reside within ca. 6 Å of the nearest Lys’ positively
50 M. Sobczyk et al. / International Journa

ultiply positively charged gas-phase peptide ion may migrate
rom the site of initial attachment to other sites (including other
ositive sites and disulfide bonds) within the peptide. Hav-
ng some idea of how facile various intramolecular electron

igration steps are should prove of substantial help in syner-
istic experimental–theoretical studies of the mechanisms of
CD/ETD.

In the following subsection, the most commonly supported
echanisms are briefly overviewed. In Section 2, the new
cLuckey experiments are discussed and the need for study-

ng intramolecular electron transfer is introduced. Section 3
escribes the theoretical methods used. Section 4 contains the
esults and discussion of their meaning, and Section 5 offers a
ummary of the primary findings as well as possible rational-
zations of the experiments based upon the theoretical findings
eported here.

.1. The Coulomb-assisted direct-attachment mechanism

In earlier efforts [3g–3l,3n] to explore how low-energy elec-
rons can cleave S–S or N–C� bonds in positively charged
as-phase peptides (e.g., as exist under electrospray conditions
n mass spectroscopy experiments), we proposed that electrons
an attach directly to S–S �* or OCN amide �* orbitals, but
nly under special conditions. In particular, we suggested that
uch low-lying empty orbitals can have their energies even fur-
her lowered by attractive Coulomb interactions with one or

ore positively charged groups (e.g., protonated amine or fixed-
harge groups on side chains) thus rendering exothermic direct
lectron attachment. In Scheme 1, we illustrate the mechanisms
y which such electron attachment events are proposed to lead
o cleavage of disulfide or N–C� bonds.

After attaching to an S–S �* orbital, cleavage of the disulfide
ond is prompt. However, subsequent to attaching to an amide
* orbital, a barrier (ca. 30 kcal mol−1) must still be surmounted

o cleave the N–C� bond, after which a proton transfer forms the
haracteristic c and z fragments shown in Scheme 1.

We know from past work on dissociative electron attach-
ent [5] that, in the absence of Coulomb stabilization, vertical

lectron attachment to an S–S �* or amide �* orbital is ca.
eV and ca. 2.5 eV endothermic, respectively. The Coulomb
otential varies with distance R (Å) as 14.4 eV Å/R (Å), so we
redicted under what structural circumstances such direct elec-
ron attachment should be expected. For example, we proposed
hat a disulfide linkage must experience Coulomb stabilization
xceeding 1 eV to render our direct-attachment mechanism fea-
ible; this stabilization could, for example, arise from a single
ositively charged site closer than ca. 14 Å, from two positive
ites each 7 Å distant, or from a doubly charged site 28 Å away.
e also predicted that a single positive charge 14.4/2.5 = 6 Å

rom an OCN �* orbital could render this orbital amenable to
xothermic direct electron attachment.
.2. Suggestive early experiments

Electron-capture dissociation (ECD) experiments from the
arshall group [6] on synthetic peptides (AcCAnK + H)2

2+,
F
p

cheme 1. Direct electron attachment to Coulomb stabilized S–S �* or OCN
* orbital to cleave disulfide or N–C� bonds.

ith n = 10, 15, 20, showed significant disulfide cleavage even
or the n = 20 species in which the two positively charged Lys
esidues’ charge sites are thought to be ca. 30 Å from the S–S
ond. The gas-phase structure of such dications, deduced from
on mobility measurements [7] and molecular dynamics simu-
ations, is shown in Fig. 1 for the n = 15 case. In these same
xperiments, some N–C� bond cleavage was also observed, but
nly within the four alanines closest to a positively charged Lys
ig. 1. Assumed structure of doubly charged (AcCA15K + H)2
2+ cations in gas

hase (redrawn from Ref. [3i]).
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Scheme 2. Hydrogen atom transfer m

harged nitrogen center so their cleavage is consistent with the
oulomb stabilization model.

The significance of the experimental findings just briefly
escribed is that they are difficult to explain within the frame-
ork of an alternative earlier mechanism for S–S and N–C�

leavage that is outlined in Scheme 2.

.3. The hydrogen atom mechanism

In this mechanism [1a], an electron is captured at a pro-
onated site to form a hypervalent radical. This radical then
oses an H atom, which attacks either an S–S bond (to cleave
t promptly) or a carbonyl oxygen (to form an HO–C•–NH–C�

adical). The HO–C•–NH–C� radical subsequently undergoes
–C� bond cleavage after surmounting a barrier. A main differ-

nce between the hydrogen atom mechanism shown in Scheme 2
nd the Coulomb-assisted electron attachment mechanism of
cheme 1 is that the former requires that the positive site be
lose enough to the S–S or N–C� bond to be cleaved to allow
he hydrogen atom released by the hypervalent radical to reach
his bond. For the species shown in Fig. 1, it is difficult to imag-
ne how a hydrogen atom released from one of the Lys termini
an “find” an S–S bond that is ca. 30 Å away (as is the case for
= 20). It is even difficult to understand how such a hydrogen
tom can find and attack a carbonyl oxygen that has four other
mino acids between the source of the hydrogen atom (the Lys’
erminal nitrogen) and this C O group. In contrast, the Coulomb
tabilization model’s predictions have no difficulty rationalizing
uch findings as explained above.

It should be noted that ECD experiments were also car-
ied out in the Marshall group [6] on species such as
AcCA10–NH2 + Na)2

2+ which are thought to be unable to gen-
rate hydrogen atoms when electrons attach to the sodiated

ositive termini. However, S–S cleavage was observed to occur
or such species in the Marshall-group experiments. This pro-
ides even more evidence that it is not essential for charge sites
o be very close (e.g., within hydrogen-bonding distance) to S–S i
ism for disulfide and N–C� cleavage.

r carbonyl bonds or to involve protonation to realize disulfide
r N–C� bond cleavage.

The above discussion is not meant to suggest that the hydro-
en atom mechanism is never operative in some cases. It may be
hat, when a protonated side chain is within hydrogen-bonding
istance of an S–S bond or an amide carbonyl group, a mecha-
ism such as shown in Scheme 2 can indeed be operative. The
bove discussion is meant to suggest that, when the positive
ite(s) are further away, disulfide and N–C� cleavage can still
ccur via the mechanism shown in Scheme 1 because Coulomb
tabilization can be operative over significantly longer distances
e.g., 14 Å for S–S cleavage; 6 Å for N–C� cleavage) than char-
cterize hydrogen bonding. So, our findings do not exclude the
ossibility that the mechanism of Scheme 2 is operative; they
nly suggest that a mechanism such as shown in Scheme 1 can
lso be involved.

.4. Relative probabilities for electron attachment to
ositive sites and Coulomb-stabilized bond sites

Some time ago, we also carried out molecular dynamics sim-
lations [3g,3h] in which model positively charged compounds
ontaining disulfide bonds or N–C� linkages and a protonated
mine site were allowed to undergo charge transfer collisions
ith an anion (the small CH3

− anion was used to avoid sig-
ificant effects from steric crowding) having a small electron
inding energy. We made use of Landau–Zener (LZ) theory
o estimate the probabilities, cross-sections, and rates for two
rocesses:

i. electron transfer to the protonated amine site’s ground- or
excited-Rydberg orbital to form a hypervalent species; and

i. direct electron transfer to the S–S �* or amide �* orbital to

initiate bond cleavage.

These studies showed that the cross-section and probabil-
ty for electron transfer to the positively charged site is one to
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wo orders of magnitude larger than for transfer to either the
–S �* or amide �* orbital. Thus, it appears that the major-

ty of the charge-reduction events (i.e., electron capture in ECD
r electron transfer from an anion as in electron-transfer dis-
ociation (ETD)) involve capture of an electron at a positive
ite. This would suggest that, when protonated sites are within
ydrogen-bonding distance of an S–S bond or carbonyl oxygen,
he mechanism of Scheme 2 could be dominant. Nevertheless,
ur molecular dynamics studies also showed that it is also pos-
ible for an electron to directly attach to a �* or �* orbital that
s Coulomb-stabilized.

Thus, we currently believe that disulfide and N–C� bond
leavage in ECD and ETD can occur by either the hydrogen
tom (e.g., for bonds very close to protonated side chains) or
oulomb-assisted direct-attachment mechanism (even for bonds
ore distant from charged sites and independent of the nature of

he charge carrier). However, another possibility was raised by
ery recent work from the McLuckey lab [4] that we discuss in
ection 2: that an electron may initially attach to a positive site
ut subsequently migrate from this site to an S–S �* or amide
* orbital thus effecting disulfide or N–C� cleavage much like

hown in Scheme 1.

. Possibilities for electron transfer after attachment
nd more recent experiments

.1. Our earlier studies of through-bond (TB) electron
ransfer probabilities

When, in earlier work, we studied the disulfide and N–C�

leavages observed in the species shown in Fig. 1, we wanted
o know whether an electron initially attached to a positively
harged Lys terminus could subsequently migrate to an amide

* or disulfide �* orbital located down the helical chain. So,

n earlier work [8], we also considered the possibility that an
lectron could undergo through-bond (TB) electron transfer to
igrate to an S–S �* or amide �* orbital. In particular, we used

w
o
e

ig. 2. Ground-Rydberg (lower), excited-Rydberg (middle), and S–S �* orbitals for
right) (redrawn from Refs. [8] and [12]).
ass Spectrometry 269 (2008) 149–164

protonated amine group –NH3
+ as the model for the positive

ite and methylene groups –(CH2)n– as the “spacers” separating
he –NH3

+ and the disulfide or amide unit. In Fig. 2, we show
he ground- and excited-Rydberg [9] and S–S �* orbitals of

3C–S–S–(CH2)n–NH3
+ for 1, 2, and 3 methylene spacer units.

n these studies the –(CH2)n– backbone was held rigid to keep
he distance between the nitrogen atom and the closest sulfur
tom fixed. Doing so allowed us to determine the dependence
f the TB transfer rates with distance.

In these and other orbital plots shown in this paper, 70% of the
otal electron density is included within the outermost contour
ine. It is important to notice how the Rydberg orbitals have
ppreciable spatial overlap (most for the n = 1 compound and
ess as n increases) with the S–S �* orbital because it is through
uch contacts that the through-bond transfer takes place.

By calculating the energies of three electron-attached elec-
ronic states (i.e., with the electron in the S–S �* orbital, in the
round-Rydberg orbital, or in the excited-Rydberg orbital) as
unctions of the S–S bond length, we were able to identify at
hat S–S bond lengths the S–S �* curve crossed the ground-
r excited-Rydberg curve. In Fig. 3, we show an example of
uch plots for the species H3C–S–S–(CH2)3–NH3 containing
hree methylene units. The plots for systems with one and two

ethylene spacer units are qualitatively similar except

i. as seen in Fig. 2, the �* and Rydberg orbitals overlap more
than in Fig. 3 because these orbitals are closer together;

i. the S–S �* curve lies lower in energy relative to the two Ryd-
berg curves because the stabilizing internal Coulomb energy
within the H3C–S–S–(CH2)3–NH3

+ ion-pair state is stronger
when the �* and Rydberg sites are closer as they are in the
one- and two-methylene cases.
Having obtained plots of the energies as discussed above,
e focused on the crossing regions (e.g., near S–S distances
f 2.2 Å and 2.4 Å in Fig. 3) and computed the adiabatic
nergies of the two states near these avoided curve cross-

H3N+–S–S–(CH2)n–CH3 model compounds for n = 3 (left), 2 (middle), and 1
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Fig. 3. Plots of the energies of H3C–S–S–(CH2)3–NH3
+ (open circles),
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3C–S–S–(CH2)3–NH3, and S–S �*-attached H3C–S–S–(CH2)3–NH3
+ ion-

air (filled diamonds) states as functions of the S–S bond length.

ngs. From the minimum-energy spacing of these two adiabatic
tates, we were able to obtain the Hamiltonian couplings H1,2
ertinent to these state interactions (82 cm−1 and 68 cm−1 in
ig. 3). This process was repeated for the ground- and excited-
ydberg states’ couplings with the S–S �* states for each of the
3C–S–S–(CH2)1–3–NH3 cases.
In Fig. 4, we show plots of these H1,2 couplings (in cm−1

nits) as functions of the distance R between the midpoint of the
–S bond and the centroid of the (ground- or excited-Rydberg)
rbital. These coupling strengths, via Landau–Zener (LZ) the-
ry, allowed us to estimate the probabilities (for the n = 1, 2,
nd 3 compounds and for the ground- or excited-Rydberg state)
or an electron to transfer from the Rydberg orbital to the S–S

* orbital. These probabilities ranged from 0.004 (for the n = 3
ompound) to 0.6 (for the n = 1 compound), and were larger for
he excited-Rydberg state than for the ground-Rydberg state.

ig. 4. Hamiltonian couplings H1,2 (cm−1) vs. distance R (Å) between midpoint
f the S–S bond and the centroid of the ground- or excited-Rydberg orbital. The
rror bars correspond to estimated uncertainties of ±50 cm−1 in the computed

1,2 values as cited in Ref. [8].
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The H1,2 couplings clearly display the expected exponen-
ial decay with distance. Their magnitudes decay to H1,2 = ca.
5 cm−1 (or ln H1,2 = 4) near 9 Å for the ground-Rydberg and
ear 12 Å for the excited-Rydberg orbitals, respectively. The
elevance of noting over what range the couplings exceed this
alue is that, below this value, the probability of undergoing
through-bond electron transfer for the compounds discussed

bove falls to ca. 10−3. In contrast, coupling strengths of ca.
00 cm−1 produce transfer probabilities exceeding 10%.

To estimate the rates at which such through-bond electron
ransfers occur, we multiplied the surface-hopping probabilities

discussed above by the frequency ν with which the avoided
rossings (e.g., see Fig. 3) are encountered. These frequencies
ere estimated by multiplying the vibrational frequency νSS of

he S–S bond by the thermal probability P = exp(−E*/kT)/qvib.
hat the S–S bond has sufficient energy E* to access the cross-
ng region (qvib. is the vibrational partition function for the S–S
ibrational mode). If the crossing occurs in a region where zero-
oint vibration can access, P will be near unity. So, the rates
events per second) for Rydberg-to-�* TB electron transfer were
stimated as

TB = νSSpP (1)

In the through-space (TS) electron transfer studies carried out
s part of the present effort, the surface-hopping probabilities p
an be obtained using LZ theory as discussed above, but the
requencies ν for encountering the avoided crossing regions are
valuated in a different manner. For the TB case, the spacer
ackbone is held rigid, so the dynamical motion that causes
he system to encounter a curve crossing is the S–S vibration.
his is why the frequency of encountering a crossing is the S–S
ibrational frequency attenuated by the thermal probability that
his mode has adequate energy to access the crossing. In contrast,
n the TS electron transfer processes, the rate limiting step in
etermining the frequency of encountering a crossing region is
he frequency νcontact with which the terminus of a side chain
olding the attached electron moves into spatial contact with the
–S �* orbital (or an amide �* orbital which we intend to study

n a future work). To then evaluate the TS electron transfer rate,
contact is multiplied by the LZ surface-hopping probability p and
y the probability P that the S–S bond has enough vibrational
nergy in it to access the crossing.

We will elaborate on the differences between νSS and νcontact
ater when comparing the TB and TS transfer processes. Until
hen, it is useful to note that νcontact is likely to be orders of

agnitude smaller than νSS because for a terminus of a side
hain to move into contact with the disulfide linkage located
n the core of peptides such as studied in the McLuckey group
equires much more complicated geometrical movements than
simple S–S vibrational motion.

.2. New experiments suggesting intramolecular electron

ransfer

Quite recently, the McLuckey group performed a series of
TD experiments [4] on model multiply charged peptides con-
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ig. 5. Triply charged ions containing disulfide bond at the core with three arm
nd terminal Thr amines (b).

aining a disulfide linkage such as shown in Fig. 5a and b and
enoted Ala-Gly-Cys(-Lys)-Cys-Ser-Thr-Phe-Thr. The amine
ites on the Ala, Lys, and terminal Thr sites are protonated in the
on shown in Fig. 5a where their distances [10] to the disulfide
inkage are also shown. In the ion shown in Fig. 5b, these three
ites have been transformed into fixed-charge sites by chemi-
ally adding a unit denoted TMAB (replacing one hydrogen of
n amine group by the –C O–(CH2)3–N(CH3)3

+ group) to the
itrogen of their amines. So, in one compound, three protonated
ites occur, while in the other, three fixed-charge sites occur. Of
ourse, in the latter, the distances among the charged sites can
e larger because of the extended TMAB group and, as shown in
ig. 5, the distances to the disulfide unit are considerably larger

n the second compound. In these experiments, compounds in
hich one or two of the sites are protonated and two or one have
xed charge were also examined, but, because of limitations in

he preparatory synthesis, it was not known which of the three
ites were protonated and which held fixed charge.

The McLuckey group also studied another series of com-
ounds, in which the Lys connected to the Cys is connected to a
onger chain of amino acids and the overall species are quadruply
harged. Although all of the discussion offered here is focused
n the triply charged peptides shown in Fig. 5, the conclusions
eached likely apply as well to the quadruply charged species.

All of the multiply charged cations shown in Fig. 5 can be
iewed as consisting of a disulfide-linked core with three “arms”
Lys, Thr, and Ala) at the side-chain termini of which the pos-
tively charged groups reside. When an arm has been modified
y TMAB, it is longer than when unmodified. It is useful to note
hat, even in the compound with three long arms (Fig. 5b), the
harged sites are close enough to the S–S bond to render exother-

ic direct electron attachment to the S–S �* orbital (i.e., the total
oulomb stabilization energy greatly exceeds 1 eV). It is also
seful to notice that the distances between the positive sites and
he disulfide linkage increase, when TMAB-substituted, con-

t
b
w
s

se termini can be protonated (a) or charged by adding TMAB to the Ala, Lys,

iderably more for the Lys and Thr arms than for the Ala arm
compare distances in Fig. 5a and b). The latter observation will
ome into play when we attempt to rationalize the fragmentation
ropensities observed by the McLuckey group [4].

As the above ions undergo thermal motions in the gas-phase
ass spectroscopy environment, the termini of their arms may

ome close to the S–S bond or to one another and thus allow the
ttached electron to migrate to another arm terminal site or to
he S–S �* orbital [11]. It is under such dynamical encounters
hat the kinds of electron transfer events studied in this work are
uggested to occur. These encounters are what we earlier (see
ection 2.2) termed contacts between the positive sites and one
nother or with the S–S bond.

One of the primary findings of the McLuckey-group experi-
ents was that abundant fragment ions resulting from disulfide

leavage were observed even for the triply charged species
Fig. 5b) that contains no protonated amine sites; all three of its
ositive sites involved fixed charges that cannot liberate hydro-
en atoms. This finding again suggests that something beyond
he hydrogen atom mechanism of Scheme 2 can be operative,
nd it raises the question of to what extent direct attachment to
he S–S �* orbital occurs and to what extent attachment to a
ositive site followed by electron transfer to the S–S �* orbital
s operative.

Another observation in Ref. [4] was that the percent of frag-
entation of the parent ion involving disulfide cleavage ranged

rom 68 to 80% for species as in Fig. 5a and for species contain-
ng one or three TMAB substitutions. The remaining fraction
f fragment ions arose from backbone cleavage or side-chain
oss. In contrast, the species containing two TMAB substitu-
ions produced qualitatively less (36%) disulfide cleavage. In

he latter compound, there are two long arms and one short arm,
ut, as noted earlier, synthetic limitations precluded knowing
here the two TMAB substitutions exist. We will have more to

ay later about these puzzling findings (i.e., why do two TMAB
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roups yield less disulfide cleavage but zero, one, or three give
ore?).
In interpreting their findings, the McLuckey group made

ome reasonable and intriguing mechanistic proposals including
hat

i. an electron initially attached to one of the positive sites (either
protonated amine or fixed-charge) might be able to migrate
to the S–S bond site and subsequently cleave the disulfide
linkage; and

i. an electron initially captured at one of the positive sites
might be able to migrate to another positive site. These two
possibilities are depicted qualitatively in Schemes 3 and 4,
respectively.

For these two intramolecular electron transfer events, the
ossibilities that need to be considered include

. an electron initially attached to a positive site might
migrate, using the orbitals of the intervening “spacer”
units, in a trough-bond manner to the disulfide
linkage;

. an electron initially attached to a positive site might migrate,
when a Rydberg orbital at this site moves (due to the folding
motion of the side-chain “arm” on which it resides) to directly
overlap the S–S �* orbital, in a through-space manner to the
disulfide linkage; or

. an electron initially attached to a positive site could migrate
to another positive site in either a TB (along the spacer back-
bone) or TS (as the two “arms” approach closely enough

for their Rydberg orbitals to overlap) manner. All of these
processes are to be addressed in the present paper.

In the McLuckey-group paper, it was suggested that

2

Scheme 3. Electron capture at protonated or fixed-charg
ass Spectrometry 269 (2008) 149–164 155

i. the electron transfer from a positive site to the S–S bond could
occur either in a through-bond or through-space manner as
just mentioned; but

i. the mechanism by which electron transfers among positive
sites may occur was not discussed.

No conclusions were reached about the relative probabilities
f these processes and it was not argued that the direct capture
f an electron into the S–S �* orbital to effect disulfide cleavage
ould be ruled out. However, it was noted that, if the only oper-
tive process were direct electron capture at the S–S �* orbital,
he variation in disulfide cleavage yield upon TMAB substitution
ould not be expected to be as large as observed.
As noted earlier in this Section, we already had examined the

ouplings and probabilities for through-bond (using methylene
pacers as prototypical) electron transfer from a positive site to
n S–S �* orbital. In so doing, we characterized the magnitudes
nd distance dependences of the coupling matrix elements H1,2
ertaining to this kind of process (see Fig. 4). In the present
aper, we offer results in which we explore other possibilities
rising from thinking about the McLuckey data.

.3. Our models for the through-space (TS) electron
ransfer

In particular, we consider

. through-space electron transfer from the ground- or excited-
Rydberg orbital of a –NH3

+ protonated site or from the
ground- or excited-Rydberg orbital of a –N(CH3)3

+ fixed-

charge site to an S–S �* orbital; and

. electron transfer from the ground- or excited-Rydberg orbital
of one positive site (protonated or fixed-charge) to a Rydberg
orbital of another positive site.

e site followed by migration to the disulfide bond.
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Scheme 4. Electron capture at one positive s

.3.1. Transfer from a side-chain terminus to the disulfide
inkage

To model the former process, we use either an ammonium
H4

+ or tetra-methyl ammonium N(CH3)4
+ cation to represent

he protonated or fixed-charge positive site, respectively, and we
se H3C–S–S–CH3 to model the disulfide linkage site. We do
ot connect these two units with chemical bonds because we
ant to explicitly exclude any contributions from through-bond
rocesses in this set of studies (n.b., we already evaluated the
B couplings as discussed earlier and illustrated in Fig. 4). We
ary the distance RNS between the nitrogen atom of the positive
ite to the midpoint of the S–S bond and compute the energies
f three electron-attached species as functions of the S–S bond
ength: (i) the state with an electron in the S–S �* orbital, (ii)
he state with an electron in the ground-Rydberg orbital, and
iii) the state with an electron in an excited-Rydberg orbital. We
hen find curve crossings between Rydberg- and �*-attached
tates, from which we compute the corresponding through-space
oupling matrix elements H1,2 much as described earlier. We
arry out such calculations at a range of RNS distances to con-
ider what happens as the “arms” (Lys, Ala, and Thr) undergo
otions that bring them within such distances of the S–S

ond.
Again, we emphasize that an essential difference between

he TS and TB electron transfer events is that, in the latter, a
hain of “spacer” units physically connects the positive and
–S bond sites. This connection allows the Rydberg orbitals
f the positive site and the �* orbital of the S–S bond to cou-
le with the occupied and virtual orbitals of the spacer units.
n contrast, in TB electron transfer, the couplings between the

ydberg and �* orbitals derive from the spatial overlap of these

wo orbitals alone and is only operative when dynamical motions
f the arms cause a side-chain terminus to contact the disulfide
inkage.

s
H
a

llowed by migration to another positive site.

.3.2. Transfer from one side-chain terminus to another
To model the process involving electron transfer from one

ositive site to another, we again use NH4
+ and N(CH3)4

+ to
odel the two kind of sites. We compute, as functions of the

istance RNN between the two nitrogen atoms, the energies of
iabatic states that involve (i) an electron in the ground-Rydberg
rbital of N(CH3)4 interacting with NH4

+, (ii) an electron in
n excited-Rydberg orbital of N(CH3)4 interacting with NH4

+,
iii) an electron in the ground-Rydberg orbital of NH4 interact-
ng with N(CH3)4

+, and (iv) an electron in an excited-Rydberg
rbital of NH4 interacting with N(CH3)4

+. We then search for
rossings of these adiabatic states to determine whether, and
ith what coupling strengths, near-resonant electron transfer
ight be expected. We carry out these calculations for various

istances RNN between the charged groups to simulate what
appens as the terminus of one of the “arms” (Lys, Ala, Thr)
hat holds the attached electron undergoes motion that brings it
o within various distances RNN of another arm’s terminus (the
ne to which the electron is putatively transferred). It should be
mphasized that there is no Coulomb repulsion between the two
ide chains whose termini undergo such encounters because one
f the termini has an electron attached to it.

. Methods

Based on our earlier experience in electron transfer mod-
ling [12], we decided to first perform our calculations at the
artree–Fock (HF) self-consistent field (SCF) level of theory

nd to then extend our investigations to the unrestricted second-
rder Møller–Plesset (UMP2) level of theory in the next step.
The structures (bond lengths and angles) of the
ystems investigated H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·NH4

+ and
3C–S–S–CH3· · ·N(CH3)4

+ were first partially optimized
t the Hartree–Fock level with the distance between the
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itrogen atom and the midpoint of the sulfur–sulfur bond
eld fixed throughout the optimization calculations. Then in
ubsequent UMP2 calculations, we froze the geometry because
e were attempting to model the environment within a peptide
r protein in which an S–S �* orbital is Coulomb stabilized
y a positively charged site whose location remains quite
xed. In addition, we wanted to extract information about the
istance-dependence of the electron transfer rates, so it was
mportant to have the distance from the S–S bond to the NH4

+

nd the N(CH3)4
+ sites held fixed.

The addition of one set (1s1p) of extra-diffuse basis functions
13] centered on the nitrogen atom to the aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets
14] is necessary to properly describe the ground and excited
ydberg states of the NH4 and N(CH3)4 species. This kind of
asis was shown earlier [13] to be capable of reproducing the
nergies of such low-energy Rydberg states of nitrogen-centered
adicals. With only four such extra diffuse functions in our basis,
he number of Rydberg levels that we can describe is, of course,
imited.

To evaluate the probabilities for electron transfer, we gener-
ted the necessary energy surfaces of corresponding ammonium
nd tetra-methyl ammonium species performing the calcula-
ions at the unrestricted second-order Møller–Plesset (UMP2)
evel and examining the energies of the ground-Rydberg,
xcited-Rydberg, and S–S �*-attached states as functions of
he S–S bond length (with the other internal coordinates of

3C–S–S–CH3· · ·NH4 and H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·N(CH3)4 sys-
ems held fixed for the reasons noted earlier). The use of
n unrestricted method was necessary both to achieve a
ualitatively correct description of the homolytic cleavage
f the S–S bond and because the various electron-attached
3C–S–S–CH3· · ·NH4, H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·N(CH3)4 species are
pen shell systems.

Because the methods we used are based on an unrestricted
artree–Fock starting point, it is important then to make sure

hat little, if any, artificial spin contamination enters into the
nal wave functions. We computed 〈S2〉 for species studied in

his work and found values not exceeding (after annihilation)
he expected value of 0.75 by more than 0.06 in all open-shell
oublet neutral cases.

Special difficulties arise when carrying out computations of
ot just the lowest-energy electron-attached state at each S–S
ond length, but the energies of several such states. In such
ases, great care must be taken to avoid variational collapse.
or the ground-Rydberg state, this was not an issue, but it was
or the excited-Rydberg state and for the �*-attached state at
ome geometries. For the excited-Rydberg case, we found it
dequate to use the “alter” option in the Gaussian program to
egin the iterative SCF process with the desired orbital occu-
ancy. Convergence to the desired (excited Rydberg) state was
hen verified by visually inspecting the singly occupied orbital
fter convergence. For the state in which the electron is attached
o the S–S �* orbital, we had to use another approach because

ariational collapse took place during the SCF iterations even
hen we used the “alter” option. In the method we used to
vercome the problem for this state, we introduced a device
hat we have employed in many past applications [15]. Specif-

s
a
b
a
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cally, we artificially increased the nuclear charges by a small
mount δq of the atoms (the sulfur atoms for the S–S �* state)
nvolved in accepting the transferred electron, and carried out
he UMP2 calculations with these artificial nuclear charges.
y plotting the energies of the states of H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·NH4
nd H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·N(CH3)4 for several values of the charge
ncrement δq and extrapolating to δq = 0, we were able to eval-
ate the true energy of these states.

To address the issue of the electron transfer from the ground
r excited Rydberg orbital of one positive site (protonated or
xed-charge) to another, we employed an approach very similar

o the one described above. In this model we exploit NH4
+ and

(CH3)4
+ to simulate the two kinds of sites.

We carried out, at the unrestricted second-order
øller–Plesset (UMP2) level, the calculations of energy

rofiles of the ground-Rydberg, and excited-Rydberg states of
oth: (i) the NH4· · ·N(CH3)4

+ and (ii) the NH4
+· · ·N(CH3)4

ystems as functions of the NN distance, allowing partial opti-
ization of other internal coordinates to take place. The only

arameter held fixed throughout all optimization calculations
as the distance between the two nitrogen atoms.
Finally, we note that all calculations were performed using

he Gaussian 03 suite of programs [16], and the three-
imensional plots of the molecular orbitals were generated with
he MOLDEN program [17].

. Results

.1. Through-space side-chain Rydberg-to-S–S σ* electron
ransfer

In Fig. 6a we show the energy profiles, as functions of the
–S bond length, of the ground-Rydberg state (open triangles)
nd excited-Rydberg state (inverted open triangles) as well as of
he S–S �*-attached state (circles). The energies of the parent
ation, with no electron attached, are shown as open squares.
or the �*-attached state, profiles are displayed for five dis-

ances between the nitrogen atom and the middle of the S–S
ond: RNS = 15, 10, 5, 4, or 3 Å (top-through bottom curves) for
3C–S–S–CH3· · ·NH4. In Fig. 6b, analogous curves (but only

our �*-attached curves having RNS = 15, 10, 5, and 4 Å (top to
ottom)) for H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·N(CH3)4. In these figures, the
alues of the coupling elements H1,2 (cm−1) determined at each
voided crossing are also specified near the avoided crossings
etween a Rydberg- and �*-attached state. It should be men-
ioned that for RNS < 3 Å (for the NH4 case) and RNS < 4 Å (for
he N(CH3)4 case), steric repulsions among the other valence
lectrons of the disulfide and amine units cause the energies of
he �*-attached curves to increase significantly. Thus, dynamical
ncounters between the disulfide and amine units are not likely
o access shorter RNS distances than accounted for in Fig. 6, so
* curves for such shorter distances have not been shown.

When considering the broader implications of the model-

ystem results shown in Fig. 6a and b, is it important to think
bout how the energy profiles displayed in these figures will
e altered by the presence of additional positive charges. After
ll, most ECD/ETD experiments are carried out on multiply
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Fig. 6. Energy profiles for ground-Rydberg (triangles), excited-Rydberg
(inverted triangles), and �*-attached states (circles) for H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·NH4

(a) and H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·N(CH3)4 (b) as functions of S–S bond length. Also
shown (squares) is the energy of the parent H3C–S–S–CH3· · ·NH4

+ cation (open
s
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p
of fixed-charge species can occur, but only over a time window
quares). The values of RNS at which �*-attached states’ energies are displayed
re shown on the right of each figure.

harged cations. The largest effect of additional positive charge
ill be to lower all of the electron-attached surfaces relative

o the parent cation’s surface by an amount that depends on the
dditional Coulomb stabilization provided by the additional pos-
tive charges. However, the more important (to electron transfer)
ffects arise when additional positive charges modify the relative
ositions of the electron-attached states. The relative energies of
he Rydberg-attached and �*-attached surfaces will be altered
y amounts that depend on the differences in Coulomb stabiliza-
ion generated by the additional positive charges. For example,
second positive charge located closer to the S–S bond than to

he Rydberg site will differentially stabilize the �*-attached state
nd thus move the intersection point for the Rydberg- and �*-

ttached curves to smaller R and lower energy. Positive charges
loser to the Rydberg site than to the S–S bond will have the
pposite effect.

o
i
t
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Some important observations about the data displayed in
ig. 6 and conclusions drawn from these observations can now
e made.

i. For the protonated-site model NH4, within the range of S–S
bond lengths (i.e., 2.1 ± 0.1 Å) that are thermally accessible
under vibrational motion at temperatures common in ECD or
ETD, the excited-Rydberg state is crossed by the �*-attached
state for RNS distances between 3 Å and 5 Å. The ground-
Rydberg state is crossed by the �*-attached state only if
the S–S vibration is substantially excited or if other posi-
tive charges are present and closer to the S–S bond than to
the Rydberg site and thus shift the �*-attached state to lower
energy [18]. So, it appears that electron transfer from either
the ground- or an excited-Rydberg state to the S–S �* state
can be expected to occur, especially for multiply positively
charged species. However, there are processes that compete
against such TS electron transfer events. In particular, TS
transfer from any excited Rydberg state would have to occur
during a time interval of a few �s (the radiative and radia-
tionless relaxation times of excited-Rydberg states have been
found to be in this range [19]) after capture of an electron at
the protonated site. Moreover, once the excited-Rydberg state
has decayed to the ground-Rydberg state, hydrogen atom loss
occurs [20] within ca. 10−12 s. So, TS electron transfer from
the ground Rydberg state to the S–S bond is even less likely
because it can occur only within this very short 10−12 s time
window. TS transfer from an excited Rydberg state to the
S–S bond is more likely because it has a 10−6 s window of
opportunity.

i. The ground-Rydberg state of the fixed-charge model
N(CH3)4 is crossed by the �*-attached state for RNS values
near 4 Å (probably ± 0.5 Å). For significantly longer RNS dis-
tances, the crossing with the ground-Rydberg state occurs at
longer S–S bond lengths. So either vibrational excitation or
differential Coulomb stabilization of the �* orbital by other
positive sites would be needed to effect TS transfer from
the ground Rydberg state. The �*-attached state crosses the
excited-Rydberg state at S–S bond lengths between 2.0 Å
and 2.2 Å for RNS between 4 Å and 5 Å. However, again
there are competing processes to consider. Any TS elec-
tron transfer from an excited Rydberg state would have to
occur within a window of ca. 10−6 s, the combined radiative
and radiationless relaxation time of such states. Although
the ground-Rydberg state of the fixed-charge species is not
subject to H atom loss, such species have been found [21]
to undergo N–C bond cleavage at rates of ca. 106 s−1. So,
for the fixed-charge species, both the excited- and ground-
Rydberg states have windows of opportunity in the 10−6 s
range to produce TS electron transfer.

So, it appears that TS transfer from excited Rydberg states of
rotonated species and from ground- or excited-Rydberg states
f ca. 10−6 s after electron capture at the positive site. Of course,
n addition, the rate of such transfer events will depend upon both
he frequency νcontact with which the charged site encounters the
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Fig. 7. H1,2 couplings (cm−1) between ground- (a) and excited- (b) Rydberg
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Fig. 8. H1,2 couplings (cm−1) between ground- (a) and excited- (b) Rydberg
orbitals of N(CH3)4 and the S–S �* orbital as functions of the distance RNS (Å)
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rbitals of NH4 and the S–S �* orbital as functions of the distance RNS (Å)
etween the nitrogen atom and the midpoint of the S–S bond.

–S �* orbital and the strength H1,2 of the orbital coupling (i.e.,
he 84 cm−1 in Fig. 6b). It is to these H1,2 couplings that we now
urn our attention.

In Fig. 7a, we show the TS electron transfer coupling matrix
lements H1,2 for the process in which an electron migrates from
he ground-Rydberg orbital of NH4 to the S–S �* orbital as
unctions of the distance RNS from the nitrogen atom to the
iddle of the S–S bond. Fig. 7b shows the corresponding data

or the (n = 4) excited-Rydberg orbital of NH4. Fig. 8a and b
hows the H1,2 matrix elements for the transfer of an electron
rom the corresponding ground- and excited-Rydberg orbitals of
(CH3)4 to the S–S �* orbital. As we have done in past work,

rror bars corresponding to ±50 cm−1 uncertainty in the H1,2
alues are also shown.

Again, we see that the H1,2 couplings fall off exponentially
ith distance, as expected, and we note that the H1,2 couplings
ound for these through-space electron transfers are similar in
agnitude to those we found earlier for through-bond trans-

er (over five or fewer bonds). So, the Landau–Zener estimates
f the surface-hopping probabilities (p) for through-space and

R
T

c

etween the nitrogen atom and the midpoint of the S–S bond.

hrough-bond electron transfer should be of similar magnitudes.
herefore, the rate of through-space electron transfer, evaluated
y multiplying the surface-hopping probability p by the fre-
uency νcontact with which a positive site encounters the S–S
ond and the probability P that the S–S bond can access the
rossing point, will be much smaller than the rates of through-
ond transfer (see Eq. (1)) because νSS � νcontact.

Let us summarize our most important findings in terms of
nterpreting the kind of data reported by the McLuckey group.
irst, (Fig. 8) the H1,2 coupling elements are somewhat larger
or the protonated (NH4) species than for the fixed-charge
pecies (N(CH3)4). The ground- and excited-Rydberg states of
xed-charge species should be capable of inducing TS elec-

ron transfer, but only during a ca. 10−6 s time window. The
xcited-Rydberg states of protonated species can also induce
S electron transfer over a similar time window, but the ground-
ydberg state of the protonated species is less likely to induce
S transfer because it undergoes H atom loss in ca. 10−12 s.
The probability p for a TS electron transfer from a fixed-
harge site to the S–S �* orbital can be estimated using
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Z theory:

= 2 exp

[
−2πH2

1,2

h̄vδF

] (
1 − exp

[
−2πH2

1,2

h̄vδF

])
. (2)

ere, v is the speed with which the RSS coordinate moves
hrough the curve crossing, H1,2 is the coupling matrix element
ca. 84 cm−1 from Fig. 6b for RNS = 4 Å), and δF is the differ-
nce is slopes of the ground-Rydberg and �*-attached curves
t the crossing. We note that this evaluation of p proceeds in
xactly the same manner for TS as for TB electron transfer. As a
esult, the surface-hopping probabilities for the TS and TB pro-
esses are expected to be very similar for a given value of H1,2.
n our earlier work on TB transfer in H3C–S–S–(CH2)n–NH3
odels, the H1,2 elements ranged from 800 cm−1 (for n = 1)

o 70 cm−1 (for n = 3), and the resulting hopping probabilities
anged from 0.6 (for n = 1) to 0.05 (for n = 3). The 84 cm−1 H1,2
alue found for the ground-Rydberg state of the fixed-charge
pecies at RNS = 4 Å would produce a probability of ca. 0.08 for
he TS electron transfer process.

The rate (events per second) of TS electron transfer is com-
uted by multiplying p by the frequency νcontact with which the
xed-charge and S–S bond sites come within 4 Å of one another.
s explained earlier, the rate of TB transfer is computed by
ultiplying the p by the frequency νSS of vibration of the S–S

ond (assuming one is dealing with a crossing that is thermally
ccessible). Because νSS is expected to be considerably larger
han the frequency νcontact, the rates of TB transfer are predicted
o substantially exceed those of TS transfer. However, the TB
ates decay very quickly with the distance between the disulfide
nd charged sites as shown in Fig. 4 (e.g., they can probably
e ignored after a distance of 5 or 6 bonds). So, TB transfer
s probably only feasible over distances of 10–15 Å. TS trans-
er between a disulfide site and a side-chain terminus separated
y substantially more bonds can occur (albeit at a rate limited
y νcontact) if these sites come within ca. 4–10 Å through fold-
ng movement of the side chain(s) and attach an electron while
esiding at such distances (because they have only ca. 10−6 s to
ffect TS transfer).

.2. Electron transfer from one positive site to another

In Fig. 9 we show, as functions of the distance RNN between
he two nitrogen atoms, the energies of states that involve (i) an
lectron in the ground-Rydberg orbital of N(CH3)4 interacting
ith NH4

+, (ii) an electron in an excited-Rydberg orbital of
(CH3)4 interacting with NH4

+, (iii) an electron in the ground-
ydberg orbital of NH4 interacting with N(CH3)4

+, and (iv) an
lectron in an excited-Rydberg orbital of NH4 interacting with
(CH3)4

+. These data are central to addressing whether, and at
hat rate, electron transfer can occur between protonated and
xed-charge termini.

These data show that there are no curve crossings connect-

ng a state with the electron on one of the charged sites to a
tate with the electron on the other site. This means that res-
nant (and thus facile) TS electron transfer will probably not
ccur between protonated and fixed-charge sites. The mecha-

p
p
s

4 3 4

ron attached to protonated site; ground- (filled circles) and excited- (open
quares) NH4

+· · ·N(CH3)4 Rydberg states with electron attached to fixed-charge
ite as functions of the distance between the two nitrogen atoms.

ism by with electron transfer might occur between these sites
nvolves a radiationless transition much like what occurs when
lectronically excited-Rydberg states relax to lower-energy
ydberg states by converting electronic energy into internal
ibrational energy. However, the radiationless transitions for our
NH4· · ·N(CH3)4]+ species would have to occur within the brief
ime window during which the two sites’ Rydberg orbitals are
ithin contact of one another (i.e., with 2 Å < RNN < 14 Å as can
e inferred from Fig. 9).

We know that radiationless relaxation of the individual
H4 and N(CH3)4 species’ excited-Rydberg states occurs
n �s timescales, so at rates in the 106 s−1 range. The
mall geometry differences among various Rydberg states pro-
uce Franck–Condon like factors that do not generate much
ibrational energy change, thus producing such slow rate of
elaxation. Although the higher density of vibrational states
vailable within the [NH4· · ·N(CH3)4]+ complex might increase
his rate an order of magnitude or two, it is unlikely that the
ate would exceed 108 s−1 for our [NH4· · ·N(CH3)4]+. Fig. 9
hows that the range over which the two Rydberg orbitals in
NH4· · ·N(CH3)4]+ interact substantially (i.e., where the poten-
ial curves are not flat) is ca. 12 Å. An encounter between two
ide-chain termini (one neutral and one positively charged)
nduced by thermal motion at room temperature or somewhat
bove would likely traverse 12 Å in a time far shorter than 10−8 s
n these gas-phase samples. This leads us to predict that radia-
ionless relaxation in [NH4· · ·N(CH3)4]+ will not occur within
he duration of a collision between two unlike termini and thus
hat TS electron transfer between protonated and fixed-charge
ermini is likely to be very slow.
In contrast to these slow rates for electron transfer between
rotonated and fixed-charge sites, electron transfer from one
rotonated site to another or from one fixed-charge site to another
hould be quite facile because little or no electronic energy need
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e gained or lost in such processes. The limiting factor governing
he rate of electron transfer between sites of like electron-binding
haracter would be the rates at which the sites come within ca.
0 Å (the distance at which Fig. 9 shows the Rydberg orbitals to
egin to interact significantly).

. Summary

.1. Findings

The primary findings and predictions of our study are as
ollows:

. Electron transfer between protonated and fixed-charge side-
chain termini is slow, but transfer from protonated to
protonated or from fixed-charge to fixed-charge sites should
be facile with rates governed by the encounter frequencies of
pairs of such sites.

. Through-bond electron transfer from a protonated or fixed-
charge terminus to an S–S �* orbital can occur over ca.
15 Å, covering ca. five intervening bonds, with probabili-
ties of 10−3 to 10−1 per vibration of the S–S bond. Thus, the
rates can be 1010 to 1012 s−1 because the S–S bond vibrates
at a frequency (νSS) near 1013 s−1.

. Through-space electron transfer from a protonated terminus
to an S–S bond may be slow unless the S–S bond is stretched
or additional positively charged sites act to differentially sta-
bilize the �*-attached site. Excited-Rydberg states have a
window of opportunity of ca. 10−6 s after electron attachment
to effect TS electron transfer. The ground-Rydberg state has
only ca. 10−12 to effect transfer.

. Through-space electron transfer from the ground- or excited-
Rydberg state of a fixed-charge terminus to an S–S bond
can occur but only within a time window of ca. 10−6 s after
electron attachment.

. The probabilities of such TS transfer can be high (e.g., 0.1
per contact between the S–S bond and the terminus), but the
rates will be limited by the very brief windows of opportunity
available.

. Because the contact frequency νcontact for a protonated or
fixed-charge terminus encountering a S–S bond is likely
much smaller than the vibrational frequency νSS of the S–S
bond, the rates of TS electron transfer are expected to be
lower than rates of TB electron transfer when the latter are
operative (i.e., through ca. 5 bonds or 15 Å).

.2. Applications to model peptides in Figs. 1 and 5

What can we say from these conclusions about the ECD/ETD
ata on the compounds shown in Figs. 1 and 5? For the helical
olypeptide shown in Fig. 1:
. Our earlier results suggest that electron attachment to either
of the two positively charged Lys termini occurs 10–100 times
as often as does direct attachment to the Coulomb-stabilized
S–S �* orbital.

e
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. However, TB electron transfer from a Lys terminus to the S–S
bond is unlikely; there are just too many intervening bonds
to migrate through.

. TS electron transfer from a Lys terminus to the S–S bond is
also unlikely; the helical backbone is too rigid and the Lys
side chain too short to allow the Lys and S–S sites to come
within the requisite ca. 4 Å.

. Hence, although only 1–10% of the electron attachment
occurs via Coulomb-stabilized direct attachment to the S–S
�* orbital, this is the dominant pathway for disulfide cleavage
for this compound.

. It is possible that TB or TS electron transfer from a Lys ter-
minus to the �* orbitals of the Ala amino acids closest to
this terminus can induce backbone cleavage at these sites.
However, it is also possible the Coulomb-stabilized direct
attachment to Ala amide �* orbitals close to these termini
cause such cleavage. Certainly, the range over which N–C�

cleavage is observed is consistent with what the Coulomb
stabilization model would predict.

. Because the disulfide linkage is spatially “exposed” (i.e., not
subject to severe steric hindrance), ETD should be able to
cause disulfide cleavage much as was found in the ECD
experiments, so we recommend that such ETD experiments
be carried out.

For the more flexible polypeptides shown in Fig. 5 having a
isulfide-linked core from which “arms” extend:

. Again, we expect that most of the initial electron attachment
occurs at a side chain’s positive termini (protonated or fixed-
charge).

. However, a few percent of the initial attachment events might
occur directly to the S–S �* orbital generating prompt disul-
fide cleavage. Because the McLuckey group experiments on
these peptides were performed using ETD (with the electron
transfer agent being azobenzene anion) rather than ECD, it is
possible that steric hindrance may have precluded the anion
reaching the S–S bond site thus further reducing the S–S �*
attachment yield. Therefore, it would be wise to study these
compounds under ECD conditions to see whether enhanced
S–S cleavage occurs due to the free electrons’ enhanced abil-
ity to access the Coulomb-stabilized S–S �* orbital.

. TB electron transfer from a side chain’s terminus to the S–S
bond is unlikely; there are too many (between 9 and 15 for
the protonated species and between 14 and 20 for the fully
TMAB-substituted species) intervening bonds.

. TS electron transfer from a fixed-charge side chain’s termi-
nus to the S–S bond can occur, as can TS electron transfer
from a protonated side chain’s terminus, but the latter is
expected to be less probable because its ground-Rydberg state
is inactivated within ca. 10−12 s by H atom loss. The rates
of both processes will be limited by the frequencies with
which the termini come within contact distance of the S–S

bond.

. TS electron transfer between protonated and fixed-charge
side-chain termini cannot easily occur, but TS electron trans-
fer from protonated to protonated or from fixed-charge to
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Table 1
Number of intervening bonds, average and maximum distances from side-chain
terminus to disulfide linkage

Protonated Number
of bonds

Average
distance (Å)

Maximum
distance (Å)

Ala 9 5.0 10
Lys 10 8.8 12
Thr 15 6.2 19

Fixed-charge
Ala 14 5.4 16
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Thr 20 10 25

fixed-charge is facile (if the two termini come within a
few Å).

.3. Physical pictures of how disulfide cleavage occurs

.3.1. The rigid, extended, helical peptide
In summary, for the more rigid helical structure shown in

ig. 1, our findings suggest that the only feasible mechanism for
isulfide cleavage is through Coulomb-stabilized direct attach-
ent to the S–S �* orbital. The fact that limited N–C� backbone

leavage (i.e., for amino acids within ca. 6 Å of the positive
ermini) was also observed is also consistent with this direct-
ttachment (to amide �* orbitals) mechanism. Again, it should
e emphasized that electron attachment (in ECD or transfer
n ETD) probably occurs mainly at the positively charged ter-

ini, but, for this model system, only the fraction of electron
ttachment events taking place at the S–S bond site can generate
isulfide cleavage.

.3.2. The flexible, crowded peptides
When analyzing the more flexible structures shown in Fig. 5,

t is important to first consider the differences among the dis-
ances and number of intervening bonds between the disulfide
inkage and the termini of the three “arms” holding the positive
harges. The number of intervening bonds will influence the TB
lectron transfer probabilities and the distances will influence
he TS probabilities. In Table 1, we list these distances and bond
umbers for the two compounds shown in Fig. 5. The maximum
istances correspond to those that can be obtained by altering
ond angles, but not bond lengths, along the backbone, and the
verage distance is that characterizing the thermal equilibrium
tructure.

The primary thing to notice in this data is that, for both pro-
onated and fixed-charge species, the Ala “arm” is considerably
loser to the disulfide linkage than the other two arms. Moreover,
t resides [22] within the range of distances (see Fig. 6) within
hich TS electron transfer can be expected. This difference plays
role in our postulating a model, based on the findings of the

resent paper, for the McLuckey group’s observations about S–S

leavage patterns.

A striking finding reported in Ref. [4] is that the compounds in
hich all but one of the charge sites involved fixed charges pro-
uce unusually low fractions of S–S bond cleavage. For example,
ass Spectrometry 269 (2008) 149–164

or compounds as in Fig. 5, those with three protonated sites
ad 71% of their cleavages being S–S cleavage, those with two
rotonated sites had 68%, those with one protonated site had
nly 36%, and those with no protonated (i.e., all fixed-charge)
ites had 80%. In addition, the total fractions of events that pro-
uced any cleavage (S–S, or backbone, or side-chain loss) were,
espectively, 83, 82, 52, and 68, again displaying an anomaly
or the species containing only one protonated site. With these
uzzling patterns in mind and based upon the findings we report
ere, we now discuss what we think happens for the kind of
pecies studied in Ref. [4].

First, as with the species shown in Fig. 1, those shown in
ig. 5 are expected to undergo electron attachment primarily at

heir positive termini. For the kind of species shown in Fig. 5, we
xpect even more limited direct electron transfer (in ETD) to the
–S �* orbital than for the compound in Fig. 1 because of steric
rowding [23] between the azobenzene anion and the surround-
ng backbone and side chains. However, whatever �* attachment
oes occur will give rise to prompt disulfide cleavage. As noted
arlier, it would be informative to repeat the experiments on
hese peptides using ECD rather than ETD to see whether the
ield of S–S cleavage is altered (i.e., because a free electron
hould better be able to access the disulfide bond site).

For the (probably vast) majority of electron attachment events
hat take place at the positive termini, our best thoughts about
hat happens are as follows:

a. An electron attaches to one of the positive sites, thus reducing
the charge by one unit. We do not know what the relative
cross-sections for attachment to protonated and fixed-charge
sites are, but we expect the former to be somewhat larger
because of the higher exothermicity (ca. 4 eV at protonated
sites vs. ca. 2.5 eV at fixed-charge sites) for the former. At this
time and in the absence of further evidence, we will assume
that capture at any positive site is possible and with similar
probability.

b. For the species in Fig. 5a having three protonated sites, the
attached electron can migrate (as our findings suggest) from
protonated site to protonated site as the termini of these sites
come into contact distance of one another. The rates of such
migrations we will denote r1. Once the electron ends up on
the Ala site, which is the one closest (5 Å) to the S–S bond,
it can undergo prompt (at a rate r2 > r1) TS electron transfer
to the S–S �* orbital thus giving disulfide cleavage. Electron
transfer directly from one of the more distant sites to the S–S
�* orbital can also take place but at slower rates (at a rate
r3 < r1 < r2) because of the larger distances [24]. However,
all of this action must occur within a window of a few �s
after electron attachment because, once the excited-Rydberg
states relax to the ground-Rydberg state, H atom loss occurs.

c. We now observe that, when the Ala site is TMAB-substituted,
the average distance of its terminus to the S–S bond is only
slightly increased compared to when it is protonated (see

Table 1). Thus for the species containing zero, one, two, or
three TMAB substitutions, the Ala site’s terminus (substi-
tuted or not) resides, on average, ca. 5 Å from the S–S bond.
We thus refer to the Ala terminus at the “close site”.
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. Because adding the TMAB substitution to the Ala site makes
little change in the internal Coulomb repulsion energy of the
triply charged peptide, we postulate (n.b., as noted earlier, the
synthetic route for this substitution is not known to guarantee
this) that the first and second TMAB substitutions occur at the
Lys and Thr sites. Adding TMAB to either of these sites sub-
stantially increases the average arm length (see Table 1) and
thus substantially decreases the Coulomb repulsions within
the peptide, thus making the products of TMAB substitution
more thermodynamically stable. This postulate means that
in the triply, doubly, and singly protonated species, the Ala
site remains protonated; only when all three sites have been
TMAB-substituted is the Ala site converted to fixed charge.

e. Based on this postulate, we then suggest that for the species
having two protonated sites and one fixed-charge site, the
electron attaches to either the close (protonated Ala) site
after which it can then undergo TS transfer (at r2) to the S–S
bond, or it attaches to the Lys or Thr. An electron attached
to whichever of Lys and Thr is protonated can subsequently
transfer to the Ala site (at r1) and then transfer onward (at r2)
to the S–S bond. However, any electron attached to whichever
of Lys or Thr has fixed-charge character, cannot transfer to
Ala. Its only way to transfer (at a rate r4 even less than r3
because the TMAB-substituted arm is longer) to the S–S bond
is to wait until its terminus comes within contact distance (ca.
4 Å) of the S–S bond. Thus, these species are expected to have
somewhat reduced disulfide cleavage rates than the fully pro-
tonated species because transfer from a distant terminus (r4)
directly to the S–S bond is slower [24] than either transfer
from the close Ala (r2) or from a distant protonated terminus
(r3) to Ala and subsequently from Ala to the S–S bond (at
r2).

f. For the species having one protonated site (by assumption,
Ala) and two fixed-charge sites (Lys and Thr), the electron
attaches to either the close (Ala) after which it can undergo TS
transfer to the S–S bond (at r2), or it attaches to the Lys or Thr.
An electron attached to the Lys and Thr cannot subsequently
transfer to the Ala site. Its only way to transfer to the S–S bond
is to wait until its terminus comes (at rate r4) within contact
distance (ca. 4 Å) of this bond [24]. These species are thus
expected to have even slower disulfide cleavage rates [25]
and to have the slowest rates among all species.

. For the species with no protonated sites, the attached electron
can migrate from site to site (at a rate somewhat less than r1
because of the longer arms) as the termini come into contact
distance of one another. Once it ends up on the Ala site,
which is the one closest (5 Å) to the S–S bond, it can undergo
TS electron transfer (at a rate similar to r2) to the S–S �*
orbital thus giving disulfide cleavage. Moreover, because the
species with no protonated sites do not undergo H atom loss,
they have more time for their “arms” to encounter the S–S
bond. These species are thus expected to have higher disulfide
cleavage rates than the species with the Ala protonated.
In summary, by assuming that (i) the Ala site is the last to
e TMAB-substituted and (ii) TS transfer (r1) among sites of
imilar character (i.e., protonated or fixed-charge) is facile but
ass Spectrometry 269 (2008) 149–164 163

s not among sites of different character, (iii) TS transfer rates
r2 > r3 > r4) from a terminus to the S–S bond depend (prob-
bly as the inverse square) upon distance, we can rationalize
he primary findings from the McLuckey group’s experiments.
n particular, the surprising result that the compound having
nly one protonated site gives the least S–S cleavage can be
ationalized.

Needless to say, the interpretation offered above is based on
ssumptions that need to be tested. It would be especially helpful
f other model compounds containing protonated and/or fixed-
harge sites in which the character of each site is known could
e studied by ETD (and ECD for comparison) to determine the
raction of disulfide, N–C�, and side-chain cleavage. It would
lso be useful to vary the degree of folding flexibility in some
f the “arms” included in such studies. Such studies would offer
ven more data to test the predictions made in the current paper
egarding how electrons can migrate TB or TS among charged
ites and from charged sites to S–S �* orbitals.
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